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Anywhere for Retail—
the mobile solution
for retail stores!
Anywhere for Retail

Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations

Your Problems Are at Core of Our
Solutions
Manage your in-store processes with improved speed and
accuracy, which would give you more time to serve your
customers.
Provide your workforce in the store with up-to-date information
from D365 Finance and Operations.
Improve productivity, service, and accuracy.
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Benefits You Can Anticipate with
Anywhere for Retail
Get 360 degrees item information in a single scan

Fully integrated with D365 Finance & Operations for retail

Enable users to make real-time data entries into D365 Finance and Operations
through their mobile devices to save money and time

Out of the box apps for retail that can be easily modified to fit your requirements
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Processes
Item information
Get comprehensive item information at your
fingertips. Scan the barcode of an item once for
real-time information like sales, stock levels pricing
or upcoming promotions of the item.

Item receipts
Receive items from Distribution Centers, Suppliers
and other stores in just a few scans.

Label printing
Print updated price and shelf labels in just a few
steps.

Store transfers
Transfer items between stores or return items to
the Distribution Center(s).

Stock counting
Count inventory in the store with multiple users at
the same time and track where, when and who did
the stock counting.
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Features
Embed D365
Finance and
Operations in your
stores

Have real-time insights and information from D365 Finance and Operations

Independent of
operating system

The apps can run in Android, iOS, Windows CE, or Windows Mobile
environments with consistently fast performance and solid reliability across
operating systems.

Responsive display The solution can run on any device that has a browser. It is a responsive app
for any device
that fits automatically to the screen size of the device it is executed. You can
also configure device-specific dimensions to have a better view.
Language
adaptability

The solution is available out-of-the-box in English. You can translate them to
other languages using Google Translate or MS Translate, which may have an
additional cost aspect.

Menus and
authorizations

Create user specific menus and control accessibility via role based security.
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To-Increase
We are driven by our vision of empowering you, our customer, with software solutions that help you
optimize your operations, grow, and lead in your sector. Our team of passionate technology experts
works at anticipating potential problems our customers may face and provide easy-to-implement
and use solutions that help them stay ahead of the competition.
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